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DAN PRESTON 
Dan Preston completed his PhD at Otago with James Crowley in 
2017. He then spent two years at the University of Canterbury in 
Christchurch on a Rutherford Postdoctoral Fellowship, mentored 
by Paul Kruger, before starting his current DECRA fellowship at 
the Australian National University. 

 

NICOLE RIJS 
Nicole was born and raised in East Gippsland, Victoria. After 
completing doctoral studies at the University of Melbourne & an 
Alexander von Humboldt Fellowship at the TU Berlin, Nicole 
started her independent career, thus the Rijs group was founded 
in 2015 at the KIT in Karlsruhe, Germany. She was awarded an ARC 
DECRA in 2017 and the J G Russell award of the Australian 
Academy of Science in the same year. In 2018 Nicole took up a 
research focused Scientia Lectureship and the group relocated to 
brand new purpose built labs at UNSW Sydney, Australia. 
Incorporating mass spectrometry, ion mobility and all-things 
electrospray, Nicole is passionate about reaction mechanisms, 
technologies & innovation, and mentoring & leadership in the 
chemical sciences. She maintains links to Germany and was 
appointed a DAAD Research Ambassador for 2020-21 and again in 
2022-23. Nicole is also a daughter to 2, a sister to 1, a wife to 1, a 
mum to 2, and an aunty to 5. 

 

KATE JOLLIFFE 
Katrina (Kate) Jolliffe received her BSc (1993) and PhD (1997) from 
the University of New South Wales. She held positions at Twente 
University, The Netherlands; the University of Nottingham, UK and 
the Australian National University before taking up an Australian 
Research Council QEII fellowship at the University of Sydney in 
2002. She currently holds the position of Payne-Scott Professor at 
The University of Sydney. She is a Fellow of the Australian 
Academy of Science and has been awarded the Beckwith (2004), 
Biota (2006), Birch (2017), H. G. Smith (2018) and Margaret Sheil 
(2021) medals of the Royal Australian Chemical Institute. Her 
research interests are in the areas of supramolecular, peptide and 
organic chemistry, with a focus on the design and synthesis of 
functional molecules, such as molecular sensors capable of 
detecting anions in biological environments. 
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Assembling and switching metallo-supramolecular sequences  
 

J.L Algar,a J.S. Buchanan,a J. Phillips,a J.D. Evans,b D. Preston,a* 
  

aResearch School of Chemistry, Australian National University, ACT; bCentre for Advanced 
Nanomaterials and Department of Chemistry, University of Adelaide, Adelaide,  

E-mail: daniel.preston@anu.edu.au 
 
 

Control over the order in which components combine under thermodynamic control is the key 
to building defined structures with high sequential specificity under self-assembly conditions. 
This talk will detail our approach. Inspired by complementary base pairs seen in DNA, we use 
ligands with either hydrogen-bonding capability at sites ancillary to metal coordination, and/or 
complementary denticity to control connectivity. We control conformation using π-π 
interactions between electron rich and electron poor aromatic regions. This talk will also 
describe how we are trying to reversibly and controllably switch between different structural 
forms.  

 

 
 
Figure 1. Structures we have accessed using complementary ligand pairings.1-4  
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Synthesis and Application of Chiral Coordination Cages 
Diksha Sawanta, David Turnera, Toby Bella 

aSchool of Chemistry, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, Australia. 

DS: Diksha.Sawant@monash.edu, DRT: David.Turner@monash.edu  
 
 

Chirality, a universal phenomenon, is an intrinsic part of human life. Many major and essential 
components of a living body including amino acids, sugars, polysaccharides, proteins, and 
nucleic acids are fundamentally made up of optically active components. It is a well-
established fact that the separation of these enantiomers is quite difficult owing to their similar 
physical and chemical properties in an achiral environment. However, as these enantiomers 
exhibit different biological and pharmacological activities, their separation remains important 
to the pharmaceutical, food, agrochemical, fragrances, flavors, etc. Owing to the high surface 
area, well-defined pore structure, and tunable pore size, porous materials like coordination 
cages and polymers are promising candidates in the separation of chiral separation. In 
particular, metal-directed self-assembly opens up unique opportunities to make well-defined 
coordination structures and has led to great progress in the construction of functional porous 
cages.2 Incorporating chiral functional groups into such hollow structures means that they can 
be used for enantioselective processes, but there is still difficulty in making chiral molecular 
cages that are optically pure.2 

Nature has constructed numerous giant functional structures via the self-assembly of small 
molecular building blocks.1 Inspired by this, supramolecular coordination complexes(SCCs) 
with well-defined shapes and geometries have been prepared via coordination-driven self-
assembly.1 To date, various SCCs with different two-dimensional (2D) (triangles, rectangles, 
pentagons, hexagons, etc.) and three-dimensional(3D) (tetrahedra, cages, prisms, etc.) 
geometries have been constructed via the directional bonding approach.1 Functionality of 
metal–organic cages arises from using reactive sites, either organic or metal-centered, or 
“spatial activity”, whereby the size/shape of the cage’s internal cavity gives rise to selectivity.3 
The Turner group at Monash University has been involved in developing new synthetic routes 
to enantiopure coordination polymers and cage complexes. These supramolecular systems 
are the harmonious result of serendipity and rational design. With chirality induced by the 
amino acid groups, a range of compounds with varying dimensions, sizes, and geometry can 
be synthesized with a variety of potential fluorescent cores. Explicitly focussing on 
diphthalimide-derived ligands with fluorescent cores, the properties of the resulting cages can 
be altered by changing the length and other properties of the core, the amino acids, and the 
metal involved. 
This presentation illustrates the basis behind the design of these predicted cages and their 
fluorescent studies. 
 

References: 

1. M. Zhang, H. Xu, M. Wang, M. L. Saha, Z. Zhou, X. Yan, H. Wang, X. Li, F. Huang and N. She, 
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  New Hosts for Cations & Anions using Fused [n]Polynorbornane Based 

Architectures 

T. Bocos, F. Pfeffer, C. Hua  
 

a75 Pigdons Rd, Waurn Ponds VIC 3216 

E-mail: tbocos@deakin.edu.au 
 

Since their discovery and evaluation by Charles Pedersen in the mid-20th Century1, the 

macrocyclic polyethers known as crown ethers have found seemingly limitless application in 

science and technology. Their remarkable supramolecular Host capabilities have seen them 

used as components of sequestrants2,3, drug delivery systems4 and chemosensors5.  

A ‘building-block’ technique to synthesise large ‘staple-like’ supramolecular frameworks that 

allow for the cooperation of two crown ethers as ‘molecular tweezers’ is somewhat unexplored 

in the literature. In this flash-presentation, the proposed synthesis of a small family of ‘staple-

like’ bis-crown ether-functionalised frameworks (Fig. 1I and 1II) incorporating rigid, fused 

[n]polynorbornane building blocks, will be detailed. Additionally, the synthesis of a dual-

functionalised host system with affinity towards both cations and anions will be described (Fig. 

1III).  

 
 

Figure 1. Functionalised fused [5]polynorbornanes: I) an endo crown ether; II) an exo crown 
ether; III) an exo crown ether/endo thiourea 

References 
1Pedersen, C. J., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1967, 89 (26), 7017 
2Ziv, B et al, J. Electrochem. Soc., 2014, 161 (9), 1213 
3Zhao, Z et al, Environ. Sci. Pollut. R, 2018, 25 (34), 34550 
4Morrison, P. W. J et al, Mol. Pharm., 2017, 14 (10), 3528  
5Tsukanov, A. V et al, Chem, Heterocycl. Compd, 2008, 44 (8), 899 
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A High-Valent Organic Linker-Based Metal-Organic Framework for 
Selective Methane Capture 

 
Z. Zhang.a,b E. Jangodaz.a,c L. Liu,a,b* 

  
aMacDiarmid Institute for Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology, New Zealand; bSchool of 

Chemical and Physical Sciences, Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington 6012, New Zealand; 
cSchool of Fundamental Sciences, Massey University, Palmerston North 4442, New Zealand.  

E-mail: luke.liu@vuw.ac.nz 
 
 

Methane is a potent greenhouse gas contributing to around 30% global warming.[1] One way to cut 
methane emissions is to capture methane from fixed emission sources. Coal-mine methane remains 
a challenging target because methane concentration is only 0.5% after ventilation.[2] As such, 
materials that can selectively adsorb methane are highly desirable. 
 
Although research into selective methane capture is in its infancy, characteristics for optimal methane 
storage materials are well understood. Large-scale screening of over 137,000 hypothetical metal-
organic frameworks (MOFs) suggests that the most frequent pore sizes among the top-performing 
materials are 4 and 8 Å, just big enough to fit one or two methane molecules.[3] However, most of 
these top-performers pillar-layered structures are synthetically challenging due to their tendency to 
interpenetrate and deform upon solvent removal. 
 
To tackle this synthetic challenge, we designed a high-valent organic linker with geometry resembling 
a metal cluster used in MOFs. This unique linker produced a MOF with optimal structure 
characteristics for methane capture. Our preliminary data suggests that this material has a striking 
CH4/N2 selectivity over 10 and is among the two most selective methane adsorbents reported. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Simplified network structure of the MOF report herein. 
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3. Wilmer, C., Leaf, M., Lee, C. et al. Large-Scale Screening of Hypothetical Metal–Organic 
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Organic Supramolecular Cages for Template Synthesis of Nanoparticles 

 
Michael Wilms,[a] Timothy U. Connell,*[b] and Daniel E. Gómez*[a]  

 
aSchool of Science, Royal Melbourne University of Technology, Melbourne 3000 (Australia) 
 bSchool of Life and Environmental Sciences, Deakin University, Geelong 3216 (Australia) 

          
E-mail: s3540868@student.rmit.edu.au (Michael Wilms) 

3rd year PhD student 
Email*: daniel.gomez@rmit.edu.au 

 
 

The study of colloidal nanoparticles has exploded over the last decade due to their potential in optics, 

sensing, and catalysis. However, their application in catalysis is limited by poor stability and recyclability. 

Ligands can sufficiently stabilize metal nanoparticles, but also restrict access to active sites, reducing 

catalytic efficiency. Recent advances have demonstrated the effectiveness of supramolecular or porous 

organic cages in synthesizing metal nanoparticles without traditional bulky ligands.  

 

Supramolecular cages are purely organic materials with intrinsic voids that enable them to exhibit 

permanent porosity.[1-3] Their solubility and synthetic tunability allow the use of their nano-sized cavity 

to effectively trap and bind various metallic precursors. Upon reduction of metal precursors 

nanoparticles can form either in the cavity or externally while still retaining porosity. 

 

 In this talk, I will discuss synthetic strategies for specifically imine based supramolecular cages and 

post synthetic modifications for making them amenable for nanoparticle synthesis. I will also show how 

imine cages can be used to synthesise not only noble metal nanoparticles[5] but also semiconductor 

quantum dots. I will then briefly talk about their promising application in catalysis and photocatalysis.  

 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Artistic depiction of a porphyrin-based supramolecular cage (middle) which can be 
utilized to synthesize silver nanoparticles (left) and cadmium sulfide quantum dots (right).  
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[3] A. Petronico, T. P. Moneypenny, B. G. Nicolau, J. S. Moore, R. G. Nuzzo, et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
2018, 140, 7504.  
[4] M. Wilms, et al. Under review 
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A MOF platform for the isolation of dimeric complexes 

 
Pol Gimeno-Fonquerniea, Jorge Albalada, Jack D. Evans, Jason Priceb, Christian J. Doonana*, and 

Christopher J. Sumbya*   

aDepartment of Chemistry and Centre for Advanced Nanomaterials, University of Adelaide, SA, 

Australia; bAustralian Synchrotron, ANSTO, VIC, Australia.  

email: pol.gimenoifonquernie@adelaide.edu.au 

Inspired by metalloenzymes in Nature, chemists have designed metal catalysts for applications in small 

molecule conversions and to access new chemical products. Compared to metalloenzymes with their 

complex supporting protein structures, these catalysts are typically more chemically simple (e.g., 

mononuclear) and often not as active or selective. With the aim of improving catalyst activity and 

providing access to more complex reactivity, small metal cluster catalysts have been synthesized.1  

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are highly porous and tuneable solid-state materials formed from 

metal nodes connected by organic linkers. MOFs can accommodate additional metal centres by post 

synthetic metalation (PSMet).2 The natural crystallinity of MOFs and their ability to undergo PSMet 

allows them to function as isolation matrixes to study metal complexes, potentially in unusual 

coordination environments, by single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD).3 However, the characterization 

of small metal clusters in MOFs is rare4, 5 due to the challenge of synthesizing MOFs with a high density 

of coordinating groups that are close enough to allow the accommodation of small metal clusters.  

Herein, we report the synthesis of a new thermally and chemically stable zirconium-based MOF (UAM-

1000) with a high density of free bis-pyrazolyl units that can accommodate dimeric metal complexes. 

Post synthetic modification of UAM-1000 with a 4,4’-biphenyl-dicarboxylate (BPDC) linker to brace the 

structure and form UAM-1000BPDC allows “matrix isolation” and detailed structural elucidation of 

post-synthetically bound dimeric complexes within a tetradentate binding site formed from two 

separate linkers.   

 

Figure 1. Table of contents. 

References 
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DNA nanomaterials powered by visible light 
 

Felix J Rizzutoa 
  

a School of Chemistry, UNSW Sydney, Australia 2052 
E-mail: f.rizzuto@unsw.edu.au 

 
 

The programmability of DNA and its compatibility with oscillatory biological systems makes 

it an ideal material for generating out-of-equilibrium systems. However, the interactions and 

functionality of DNA are limited to the binary recognition of four nucleic acids. Expanding upon 

this DNA alphabet (to include metal ions, small molecules, and artificial nucleobases) 

diversifies the types of chemistries that can be performed with DNA, and its ability to form new 

structural motifs for nanotechnology applications. 

In this talk, I’ll discuss how visible light, small molecules, and protons can be used 

synergically as stimuli to create out-of-equilibrium DNA architectures. These structures are 

capable of life-like properties – they can grow, ‘evolve’ and repair themselves by accessing 

unique assembly pathways under kinetic control. We hope that this new method of annealing 

nanomaterials will lead to the development of more sophisticated out-of-equilibrium systems 

and functional DNA origami, which are currently finding diverse applications in materials, 

biomedical, and engineering spaces. 

 

Figure 1. Dissipative assembly of DNA structures triggered by light. 
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Protein induced crystal deformation in a hydrogen-bonded organic 
framework 

 
Kate L. Flint,a Christian J.  Doonan.a 

aSchool of Physics, Chemistry and Earth Sciences, The University of Adelaide 

E-mail: kate.flint@adelaide.edu.au  

The immobilisation of enzymes within porous supports has been demonstrated to stabilise 

biomacromolecules, extending their activity under conditions that would otherwise cause 

protein denaturation.1 Hydrogen-bonded organic frameworks are an attractive candidate for 

this application, being metal free with large pore apertures, and have good stability to buffers 

in a biologically relevant pH range. HOFs have been shown to afford protection to a range of 

encapsulated enzymes,2 however; the mechanism of encapsulation is not yet well understood, 

and protein loading could be improved to match other porous supports. 

In this work, we studied the encapsulation of a range of enzymes in a HOF comprised of a 

tetraamidinium cation and diazobenzene-based dicarboxylate anion. Crystallisation of this 

HOF had previously been controlled by exploiting the photoswitching ability of the azo-

compound,3 and we proposed that slowing crystal growth could lead to improved protein 

loading and encapsulation. When HOF growth was slowed sufficiently (either by dilution or 

photoswitching of the ligands) deformation of the crystals was observed in the presence of 

some proteins. We propose that the extent crystal deformation may be governed by 

differences in the type and strength of interactions between proteins and the surface of the 

growing HOF crystals.  

 

 

Figure 1. Changes in HOF crystal morphology observed in the absence and presence of 
protein. 
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Catechol based [2]catenanes: synthesis and anion recognition 

 
Rosemary J. Averya and Nicholas G. Whitea* 

  
aResearch School of Chemistry, The Australian National University, ACT, Australia. 

Email: Rosemary.Avery@anu.edu.au 

 
 

Hydrogen bonds have been used to great effect throughout supramolecular chemistry, 
especially in host-guest recognition1 and self-assembly.2 However, implementation of hydroxy 
hydrogen bonds in host-guest chemistry has significantly lagged behind other hydrogen 
bonding motifs.3 Specifically, investigations into the ability of catechol to bind anions 
demonstrated that within CD3CN, strong binding could be achieved between catechol and 
chloride, with binding constants comparable to neutral N−H motifs that are commonly 
employed in supramolecular structures.4 

 
In this work, two catechol containing [2]catenanes were synthesized by a spiroborate template. 

The anion recognition potential of these compounds was investigated by anion 1H NMR 

titration studies, which revealed that the receptors could bind anions within CD3CN and 98:2 

CD3CN:D2O solvent systems. Semi-empirical computational studies indicated that the 

potential for effective anion binding was influenced by the ring size of the [2]catenane 

(Figure 1).  

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Theoretical structures of synthesised [2]catenanes showing most common binding 
modes observed during simulations. 
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Using a Metal extrusion assay for Sulfate detection 
 

Gabrielle Shielsa,b, Katrina A. Jolliffea,b*  
  

aSchool of Chemistry, The University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia  
bAustralian Research Council Centre of Excellence for Innovations in Peptide and Protein Science, 

The University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia  
E-mail: gshi6415@uni.sydney.edu.au 

 
 

The detection of sulfate presents useful applications in medicinal settings as it may be 
indicative of many diseases including rheumatoid arthritis.1 However, current methods of 
detection require expensive instruments and are time consuming and laborious.2 Fluorescent 
sensors can provide quantification of an analyte in a sample in a timely manner through 
monitoring changes in fluorescence intensity of wavelength. Additionally, sample preparation 
is quicker and less laborious. To quantify sulfate in a sample, we envisage using a metal 
extrusion assay. Complexation to the metal results in a modulation of fluorescence intensity, 
with the subsequent decrease upon extrusion correlating to analyte concentration. An 
anthracene appended crown ether derivative has previously demonstrated a turn-on response 
to metals.3 We now demonstrate that the addition of sulfate to Barium-Crown ether complex 
results in a decrease in fluorescence intensity attributed to metal extrusion and concomitant 
precipitation of barium sulfate. In preliminary studies, we have shown that this approach can 
be used to quantify an unknown concentration of sulfate through monitoring the decrease in 
fluorescence. However, more work needs to be done to expand the linear range of these 
probes to make them suitable for determining concentrations within biologically relevant 
values. We envisage this to be used in the quantification of sulfate in blood samples, whereby 
the concentration may be indicative of disease. 
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Figure 1. Probe design and mechanism for sensing. Initial quenching is due to excited state 
electron transfer from the tertiary amine in the binding motif to the anthracene fluorophore, 
which is inhibited upon complexation to a metal. 
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The self-assembly of carefully designed molecular building blocks into complex, functional 

supramolecular architectures represents a key area of research. Fused polynorbornanes are 

a class of rigid hydrocarbons with well-defined molecular geometries, and through a series of 

stereospecific cycloaddition protocols these frameworks can be tailored to specific geometries 

and functionalities. As such they are noteworthy building blocks for supramolecular 

assemblies.  

 

Self-assembly protocols that use boronic acids and catechols have been successful in 

accessing a wide range of supramolecular assemblies1, however the use of fused 

polynorbornane diols in the self-assembly of supramolecular structures has not yet been 

reported, despite evidence that norbornane diols react far more effectively than catechols with 

boronic acids.2 

 

This research is focused on the development of a new series of covalent organic structures 

based on fused polynorbornane frameworks. The reaction of fused polynorbornane tetraols 

with diboronic acids to form macrocycles with tunable properties will be presented, as well as 

preliminary work towards the three-component self-assembly of M2L4 cages. 

 

Figure 1. Building block approach for assembly of a M2L4 cage, or a [4+4] macrocycle from 
a fused polynorbornane framework. 
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Building on recent work in the group,1 we developed new photo-switchable ligands to construct 
3D assemblies with palladium(II). These assemblies (cages) can be controlled by visible light. 
We designed new ligands based on an ortho-fluoroazobenzenes with isoquinoline 
substituents and different spacer units. The E-isomer and the Z-isomers form different cages 
with palladium(II), and can be reversibly controlled by irradiation with visible light. The ability 
to use visible light to control supramolecular properties offers great potential in applications 
such as catalysis, drug delivery and chemical sensing. 
 

 

 
Figure 1. Cartoon representation of the photoswitching of cages and the binding and release 
of guest inside the cage.  
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The synthesis, characterization, and application of MOF biocomposites is experiencing a 
considerable growth recently. [1] However, the encapsulation strategy is limited to a narrow 
range of MOFs. Research in this area has predominantly focused on ZIF-based biocomposites 
(ZIF-8,[1a, 2] ZIF-90, [3] and MAF-7[4]) as they can be synthesized under biocompatible conditions 
(H2O and room temperature). However, ZIF-8 and its iso-reticular structures possess 
extremely narrow pore apertures (< 3.4 Å) which limit the diffusion of many molecules with 
larger molecular sizes. [5] 
In the present work, we successfully identify a biocompatible synthesis protocol (H2O and 
room temperature) for a phase-pure MAF-6 and esterase@MAF-6 biocomposite. The 
advantage of using MAF-6 as immobilization platform in esterase@MAF-6 was exemplified by 
comparing its catalytic performance to that of esterase@ZIF-8 sample in transesterification 
reaction. In a case of esterase@ZIF-8, although being active in catalysing 1-propanol-to-
propyl acetate transesterification reaction, encapsulated esterase in esterase@ZIF-8 was 
found to be inactive in catalysing benzyl alcohol-to-benzyl acetate transformation. Catalytic 
experiments and spectroscopic analysis confirm that the negligible enzymatic contribution 
from encapsulated esterase in esterase@ZIF-8 was rationalized to the limited pore opening 
of the ZIF-8 shell exclude the diffusion of bulky benzyl alcohol molecules (∅ZIF-8 window = 3.4 Å 
versus ∅benzyl alcohol = 3.9 Å). Being beneficial from expanded pore window in MAF-6 shell (∅ = 
8 Å), esterase@MAF-6 was active in catalysing transesterification reaction using either n-
propanol (∅ = 2.2 Å) or benzyl alcohol (∅ = 3.9 Å) as reactant. The superior enzymatic 
performance for esteares@MAF-6 than free esterase in catalysing transesterification reaction 
was attributed to the locking of a more active open-lid conformation of esterase in 
esterase@MAF-6 biocomposite. To conclude, the unique emphasis of this project lies on the 
development of a biocompatible synthesis method and the fundamental characterization of a 
large-pore MAF-6 material, which will provide a new and urgently required platform for 
enzyme/MOF material in biocatalysis application. Importantly, this encapsulation technique 
using MAF-6 is not limited to enzymes but can be extended to a diverse range of embodiments 
from an amino acid, a peptide, a protein, a nucleic acid, a nucleocapsid, and a combination 
thereof. Optimizing the hydrophilicity of MAF-6 to expand its compatibility to other enzymes 
are ongoing in our lab. 
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As we move beyond the covalent synthetic regime, into the domain of non-covalent 
interactions occupied by self-assembly, host-guest systems, and other delicate 
supramolecular entities, harnessing and embracing complexity is a must, and non-targeted 
analyses of dynamic systems are becoming increasingly important. When coupled with 
electrospray ionisation, Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry solves many of the most challenging 
analytical problems in separating and analysing the structure of both simple and complex 
species formed in supramolecular systems.1 In particular, there are many opportunities for 
structural insight into previously analytically inaccessible states. In this presentation, I will give 
an introduction to the technique of ion mobility mass spectrometry with some of our recent 
research on both understanding host-guest systems, in particular encapsulation with water 
soluble cryptophanes, and understanding structure in metallosupramolecular combinatorial 
libraries, for example with diketonates ligands or organophosphonates and metal ions. 
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One key weakness of Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) is the potential for the network 

architecture to collapse due to the presence of internal voids.1 Structural collapse causes the 

network to drastically lose both pore volume2 and surface area.1 Two methods used to improve 

the stability of MOFs are increased hydrophobicity2 and heightened ligand rigidity.1,2 

 

Fused [n]polynorbornanes are rigid, aliphatic molecules that have been used previously for 

supramolecular applications, including the formation of discrete coordination cages.3 While 

fused [n]polynorbornanes appear ideally suited as ligands for MOF formation, no instance of 

[n]polynorbornane being used in this way has been reported to date. 

 

In this project, a collection of fused [n]polynorbornane ligands have been synthesised. Using 

these ligands, a collection of MOFs have been synthesised to including a 1D square ladder 

2D sql nets. These MOFs display voids of remarkable diameters (~2-3 nm) and an absence 

of interpenetration. 

 

 
Figure 1. Examples of [n]polynorbornane ligands and their assemblies. 
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Metal organic framework (MOF) biocomposites are a new class of materials consisting of a 
MOF matrix into which biomacromolecules (e.g. proteins/enzymes1, nucleic acids2, viruses 
and cells3) are encapsulated and therefore protected. Zeolitic Imidazolate Frameworks (ZIFs) 
are one of the most studied MOFs for this application.4 However, the performance of ZIFs as 
protective hosts in drug delivery or biocatalysis strongly depends on the type of crystalline 
phases used for the encapsulation of the biomacromolecule (biomacromolecule@ZIF).5 
Therefore, quantifying the different crystal phases5 and the amount of amorphous content6 of 
ZIFs is becoming increasingly important for a better understanding of the structure-property 
relationship. Typically, crystalline ZIF phases are qualitatively identified from diffraction 
patterns. However, accurate phase examinations are time-consuming and require specialized 
expertise. Here, we propose a calibration procedure (internal standard ZrO2) for the rapid and 
quantitative analysis of crystalline and amorphous ZIF phases from diffraction patterns. We 
integrated the procedure into a user-friendly web application, named ZIF Phase Analysis, 
which facilitates ZIF-based data analysis. As a result, it is now possible to quantify i) the 
relative amount of various common crystal phases (sodalite, diamondoid, ZIF-CO3-1, ZIF-EC-
1, U12 and ZIF-L) in biomacromolecule@ZIF biocomposites based on Zn2+ and 2-
methylimidazole (HmlM) and ii) the crystalline-to- amorphous ratio. This new analysis tool will 
advance the research on ZIF biocomposites for drug delivery and biocatalysis. 
 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the phase analysis via the web-application ZIF Phase Analysis 
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The detoxification of organophosphorus nerve agents to safe levels is of critical importance 
for national security purposes. Current methods employed by the military often rely on 
corrosive reagents which can damage equipment, and may require large volumes of reagent 
to be used. This highlights the need for new non-corrosive detoxification methods, particularly 
for sensitive equipment decontamination. Supramolecular cages, whose cavity and surface 
can be tailored to bind to specific guests, can be used to capture chemicals or as catalysts for 
chemical reactions. Thus, their use can present interesting possibilities for the detoxification 
of nerve agents. In particular, several supramolecular cages have been developed within our 
group that display +16 charges and have a local cavity pH of 14 when solubilised in a near 
neutral aqueous solution (pH 8.4).1,2 Additionally, the hydrophobic character of these cages 
promotes the binding of hydrophobic guests (such as organophosphates) and can facilitate 
their catalysed hydrolysis. This presentation will describe our recent findings involving a 
number of cages with guests, including the unexpected host-guest response of cages with di-
isopropyl fluorophosphate (DFP), a nerve agent simulant (Figure 1). Analysis using 31P, 19F, 
1H paramagnetic NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography has allowed us to identify the 
binding mode of DFP to the cage host, and to understand how the cages function in its 
presence. These simulant findings will act as a model for interpreting the results of future 
studies with nerve agents.  

 
 
Figure 1. Diagram of the nerve agent simulant DFP (left) and the [M8L12]16+ cubic coordination 
cage (right); the red spheres represent Co2+ metal ions connected by the bridging ligands (R 
= H, CH2OH or (CH2OCH2)3CH2OCH3). 
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Understanding the crystal structure of porous materials such as zeolites, MOFs and COFs 

are of great importance for understanding their physical and chemical properties, and 

identifying their potential applications. However, limited by reaction kinetics and 

thermodynamics, it is often difficult to grow crystals of sufficient size and quality for single-

crystal analysis by X-ray diffraction (SCXRD). Although powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) 

has been used for structure determination of tiny crystals, structural analysis is often difficult, 

especially for crystals that have large unit cells. Such challenges in structural analysis have 

become a major bottleneck in the development of new porous materials. 

Electrons interact much more strongly with matter than X-rays do, thus allowing structural 

analysis of nano-sized crystals. 3D electron diffraction (3D ED)1, also known as MicroED2, 

has been developed to overcome this challenge. The method not only allows rapid structure 

determination of porous materials, but also provide opportunities for probing fine structural 

details such as framework-solvent interaction, configurations of organic structural direct 

agent, molecular motion3 and hydrogen bonding4. With the implementation of a fully 

automated high throughput protocol5, it is also possible to perform phase analysis of powder 

sample. In this symposium, I would like to show some recent examples of 3D ED/MicroED 

applications in supermolecular chemistry and provide a future perspective of the method. 
 

 
Figure 1. Single-crystal structure determination of porous materials by 3D ED/MicroED 
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Although porous materials with neutral charge are common, frameworks containing an overall 
negative charge are underexplored. This is particularly the case for hydrogen bonded 
materials.1, 2 In this work, we explored the synthesis of anionic charge-assisted hydrogen 
bonded frameworks, consisting of a borate-centred tetracarboxylate B5– and poly-amidinium 
tectons, including tetraamidinium 14+ and biphenyl bisamidinium 22 (Figure 1). With only four 
accessible H-bond accepting sites on the carboxylate component, the remaining negative 
charge can electrostatically attract cations in solution, which allows an initially-present organic 
cation to be exchanged for group 1 and group 2 metal ions.  The framework also shows 
selective uptake of the organic dye methylene blue. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. The components used in this study and the crystal structures of Na∙22∙B. 
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Assembling a quinoline-appended azobenzene with Pd(II) affords a Pd2L4 coordination cage 

that can be reversibly photoswitched to a PdL2 mononuclear species. Assembly enhances the 

photoswitching selectivity towards the photoswitch’s metastable isomer and extends its 

thermal half-life from 40 to 850 days. 
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Covalent organic frameworks (COFs) are an emerging class of porous materials which have 
the potential to front a new wave of environmental and energy technologies. Using principles 
of reticular chemistry, COFs are synthesized via precise covalent bonding of organic 
monomers to build highly porous and highly structured networks akin to a ‘molecular sponge’. 
Compared to other porous materials, COFs hold the unique benefits of ordered structures and 
high stability. Their large surface areas, modifiable pore walls, accessible pore systems, and 
highly ordered structure make COFs ideal for applications in gas storage, capture and filtration, 
catalysis, sensing, and optoelectronics. While 2-dimensional COFs have been widely studied, 
3-dimensional COFs eliminate many of the drawbacks of their 2D counterparts. Further 
progression of new 3D COF design may be the push needed to commercialize this porous 
material into a range of applications.1 

 

 

 
Figure 1. A novel hexagonal prismatic building block pairs with the known trigonal prismatic 
and square planar building blocks to form two novel-topology covalent organic frameworks. 
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Cancer is responsible for high mortality and increased economic burden and can lower 

quality-of-life after therapy. Brain cancers are particularly difficult to treat, especially if 

they have infiltrated functional tissues, making sections inoperable. Side effects from 

treatment can also be severe. Prostate cancers now have high survival rates due to 

early detection, but surgery and current therapies can result in numerous undesirable 

and permanent side effects, and metastasis to bones can create ongoing issues. 

Targeted radionuclide therapies (TRTs) consist of (1) a radionuclide that emits 

therapeutic particles, (2) a cancer targeting vector, and (3) a linker. TRT’s can target 

overexpressed proteins in cancer cells to selectively deliver radiation doses, 

minimizing harm to the surrounding tissues. Additionally, a theranostic approach using 

a radionuclide that emits radiation for imaging Single-Photon Emission Computed 

Tomography (SPECT) or Positron Emission Tomography (PET) allows for a "track and 

treat" approach, potentially tracking metastases and allowing personalised dosage in 

nuclear medicine. 197m/gHg has largely been ignored as a candidate for theranostics, 

despite its optimal radiopharmaceutical properties, due to toxicity concerns. In this 

presentation, I will discuss the potential of the high specific activity 197-m/gHg 

radionuclide as a theranostic, and the design and synthesis of radiomercury 

theranostics with a particular focus on macrocyclic synthons for the safe delivery of 

theranostic 197-m/gHg to brain and prostate cancer cells. 
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We herein present our recent progress on developing a novel visible light switchable 
amphiphile, based on spiropyran photoacids.1,2 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the photoswitchable amphiphile. 
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Metal organic cages (MOCs) are a promising class of discrete molecular containers that 

exhibit highly selective guest encapsulation. Metal centres act as at the vertices of the cage, 

linked together by organic ligands as either the edges or faces of the polyhedron. MOCs 

possess extremely specific binding pockets with well-defined size, shape and chemical 

environments that promote selective guest uptake. Their high modularity enables MOCs to act 

as an excellent system for the separation of racemic mixtures. 

Enantiopure coordination cages have presented a long-standing challenge to the field, as 
racemic mixtures generally form upon self-assembly in the absence of enantiopure building 
units. The aim of the present study is to synthesise chiral MOCs for the enantioselective 
discrimination of guest molecules. Here, we employ protected chiral amino acid motifs on the 
capping positions of 3,3’-bipyridine based ligands to impart chirality throughout the M4L6 

tetrahedral cage (Figure 1). This synthetic route establishes predetermined chirality in the 
cage structure, unaffected by self-assembly through relatively labile coordination bonds. 

 

 

Figure 1. [ZnII
4L6]8+ cage modelled on Spartan ’14 (v1.1.8). The equilibrium geometry at 

ground state was calculated with Hartree-Fock theory methods, performed using 3-21G in a 

vacuum. The tetrahedron is outlined in yellow for clarity. 
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The selective recognition of anions has numerous applications in areas as diverse as the 

environment and medicine. Most of these applications require anion recognition to occur in a 

competitive aqueous environment, but the design of receptors capable of selective binding to 

anions in water is difficult, predominantly as a result of the high hydration energy of anionic 

species. 

The binding of anionic species by peptides and proteins is a crucial recognition event in 
biological systems, with downstream effects ranging from structural stabilisation to catalysis. 
In natural systems, highly efficient and selective anion recognition is achieved through the use 
of large peptides and proteins that take advantage of the numerous H-bonding interactions 
available from a variety of amino acid side chains with additional contributions from the amide 
protons in the protein backbone. Metal-ligand interactions from protein-bound metal ions to 
anions are also common in biological anion binding. This has inspired our research into the 
development of synthetic anion receptors that combine both natural and non-natural binding 
motifs. We present here novel anion receptors based on macrocyclic and linear peptidic and 
peptidomimetic scaffolds, that are capable of selective anion recognition, extraction or 
transport. 

 

 
Figure 1. Novel anions receptors for oxoanions  

 

 




